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(54) Insulating resin film and method of forming fine patterns of insulating resin film

(57) An insulating resin film (20) having fine patterns
in the order of microns is provided, with which good econ-
omies of mass production can be attained and the ma-
terial restriction can be eased. Also provided is a method
of forming fine patterns of the insulating resin film. An
insulating resin film (20) to be subjected to molding is
placed on a forming mold (10) provided with molding slots
(10a) for forming fine patterns, and a drape forming mold

(30) provided with concave portions (30a) in a one- �to-
one correspondence with the molding slots (10a) is
placed thereon. The insulting resin film (20) is attracted
toward the drape forming mold (30) through suction and
fine drape portions (20a) corresponding to the fine pat-
terns are formed inside the concave portions (30a). Then,
the drape portions (20a) are pulled inside the molding
slots (10a).
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